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Being a first time mom is truly heavenly. Women who are pregnant with their first child can be easily
differentiated from other pregnant women due to their excitement and enthusiasm. Such women are
spotted shopping crazily at baby stores with their husbands following after. Undoubtedly, these
couples look really cute while shopping for baby boy or baby girl gifts and their efforts are highly
appreciated. But, sometimes due to lack of information and experience first time moms miss buying
a few items that are indispensable for new born babies. Have a look at five such items and add
them to your shopping list if by any chance you missed them.

1.Sleep Sack â€“ During the first couple of weeks, baby sleeps most of the day. To ensure that your
baby enjoys a sound sleep, buy a good quality sleep sack. These days, online baby stores have
different types of sleep sacks and you can buy two or three initially. Though every parent has a
different choice but the most popular sleeping sack is the one that covers baby from toe to neck
area.

2.Spacious Bag â€“ Traveling with kids is demanding but sometimes it cannot be avoided. For such
instances, mothers should have a spacious bag in which all necessary items can be stored with
ease. Online baby stores have special bags for mom-to-be and you can buy the cutest of all. Make
sure the bag you buy is easy to wash and can be put to use in multiple ways.

3.Comfortable Baby Chair â€“ Inside home, in the restaurant or while traveling, baby chair is a real
boon for the parents. The chairs are designed keeping in mind the comfort of babies and include
features like padded seat, safety belt, and pocket to store small baby items. Some of the stores offer
baby chairs with the babyâ€™s name engraved on it and can be considered when looking for
personalized baby gifts.

4.Clothes & Booties â€“ The stores are flooded with so many clothing items that parents feel like
hoarding all of them. However, during the first year babies grow quickly and the clothes remain of no
use. Instead of buying in bulk, buy a few comfortable clothing items and keep on adding to the
collection steadily.

5.Baby Cot â€“ If you were not lucky enough to get baby cot in baby shower gifts then donâ€™t forget to
buy it before the birth of the baby. The cots are extremely comfy and your baby can sleep in peace
within it.
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We are the only baby gift website where you will find Create Your Own Baby Gift Boutique, a place
where you can customize and personalize a New born baby gifts and a Baby basket gift to your own
tastes.
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